Prime SAMMs offer
alternative in Wickepin
WITH the wool industry struggling Wickepin farmer Ken Martin and his partner Lee
Parker, turned to the Prime SAMM breed six years ago in order to provide another
alternative to their farming system.

Ken and Lee, who farm the family's 6000 hectare property east of Wickepin with Ken's
rther Syd
father
Svd and brother Steven,
Steven. bought
bouoht their first Prime
Prime SAMM rams in 2004 and have bee
been
mating them to Merino ewes ever since,
Ken said they first became interested in the breed after reading about

it in the paper

"We were looking for a breed which would provide another string to our bow and another
marketing option," Ken said.
"To us the Prime SAMM seemed like the better option as it is not too far removed from the Merino,
in that they still produce a white wool and have very little contamination problems."
Today the operation mates 1400 Merino ewes

to Prime SAMMs for mainly prime lamb production.

They haven't been keeping any of the F1 progeny previously but after buying some f irst cross ewes mated
to Poll Dorsets at a clearing sale and seeing the resulting lambs, this could be about to change.

"The lambs out of the first cross Prime SAMM ewes bv the Poll Dorsets are thumpers and we can turn them
off a little earlier than the Prime SAMM-Merino lambi out of Merino ewes, " Ken said.

"5o I think down the track we might keep a flock of about 500 first cross breeders in the future."
Ken said they have two lamb drops on the property, April and June and he expects to turn off the top 20-25
per cent of the April-drop Prime SAMM-Merino lambs by the end of September.

"Usually we turn them off at around 42-44k9 liveweight and they dress out at about 43-45pc," Ken said.

"ln good years we can sell them straight off mum, otherwise we put them into our feedlot and feed them
pellets.

"What I have noticed
much feed.
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they are good feed convertors and smart eaters - they put on weight with not too

"They seem to be better doers compared to the Merino lamb."
Ken said he thinks he would be able
weights.

to peel off

a

top draft of lambs out of the first cross ewes now at the

"Not only do the lambs out of the first cross ewes get to the weights a little quicker, they also dress out
slightly bettel" Ken said.

Another bonus

was their easy care

Ken

nature.
"They have
as

less wrinkle and don't get fly blown
much," Ken said.

And in terms of management Ken also can't
speak highly enough of the breed.
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